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Chapter 1 : Top Morgan VAMs - VAMWorld
The Top Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys 4th Edition [Michael S. Fey, Ph.D. and Jeff Oxman] on racedaydvl.com
*FREE* shipping on qualifying offers. This is the latest updated edition of a best selling selling book that created a
revolution in collecting and investing in Morgan silver dollar varieties.

Van Allen and A. Affectionately known as "the big VAM book" by collectors, this is currently in its fourth
edition. First published in , it was updated and reprinted in It contains a detailed listing of all known at the
time die varieties listed date-by-date and is loaded with pictures. At more than pages, it contains a wealth of
mainstream information dealing with the history of Morgan dollars , grading, counterfeit detection,
photography instruction and more. Leroy Van Allen has also put out supplements and detailed attribution
guides since this work was published. This guide lists popular die varieties with descriptions and detailed
pictures. It offers rarity information as well as suggested values. You can purchase the latest guide, the 3rd
edition, Avaliable from Dr. A guide to attributing the 8 tail-feather Morgans. It includes a system for
determining the VAM number. It includes rarity and value information as well. Direct orders to Leroy Van
Allen P. Box Sidney, OH A picture-filled reference detailing the most desirable Peace dollar varieites. The
page book offer hundreds of photographs, descriptions, rarity estimates and values for many clashed Morgan
dollars. A 52 page book that attributes 15 varieties of this top coin with hundreds of reference pictures have
been released. A detailed study of the die varieties produced at the Denver mint in Currently out of print.
VAMworld information is more current. Identification of 7 over 8 tail-feather Morgans. An attribution guide
for additional varieties beyond the Top list. Copies appeared at the Baltmore show, Nov Guide Book of Peace
dollars , by Roger W. Burdette with Barry Lovvorn. The book also studies the mysterious D Peace dollar , as
well as proofs, patterns, trial pieces, errors and misstrikes, countermarks, die varieties, and famous collections.
Available from Whitman Publishing.
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Chapter 2 : Top Morgan Dollar Varieties Software - Numismatic NewsNumismatic News
Those who buy The Top VAMs will become familiar with these and other significant VAM varieties as they page through
Oxman and Fey's outstanding new book. I consider it to be a bargain at the suggested retail price of $

J eff Oxman, whose collecting interests have spanned almost five decades, is a well respected numismatic
author, collector, lecturer and researcher. For the past 25 years, his primary focus has been Morgan and Peace
dollars, where he has devoted his energies to discovering, writing about and attributing the more than 3,
known die varieties. As a result of his research, Oxman is often called upon for his silver dollar expertise by
numismatic trade papers, coin collecting organizations and grading services. A turning point, both in his
collecting career and in the collecting of U. Catering to the interests of those interested in Morgan and Peace
dollar varieties, that organization today is at the vanguard of U. In addition, he has contributed articles for
most of the club publications where he is a member, including a well-received articles on silver-dollar die
varieties in the April issue of the ANA "Numismatist. Jeff Oxman has contributed to a number of books and
manuscripts about U. Oxman also contributed extensively to Q. By focusing on the key die varieties in the
Morgan dollar series, the impact was immediate. Now, thousands of hobbyists are enjoying the exciting
specialty of VAM die-variety collecting, and in fact, it is one of the hottest areas of the current coin market.
Also in , Oxman began writing a series of Attribution Guides for silver dollar enthusiasts. In , Oxman released
"The Hot 50 Morgan Dollar Varieties," which presented "50 exciting new varieties that supplement the Top "
listings. The "Hot 50" and "Top " labels immediately caught on and are now recognized as an integral part of
Morgan dollar collecting. Released in June , this represents the first published book devoted exclusively to U.
After only three months, the book went into its second printing. Reflecting on his extensive contributions to
the field of U. Oxman remains active in a number of local, regional and national clubs, and is a frequent guest
speaker. In addition, Oxman has developed a popular Web site, www. What makes this busy specialist tick?
Click here for ordering information.
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The "Top " Morgan Dollar Varieties (VAM: the designation given to Morgan and Peace Dollar varieties listed by Leroy
Van Allen and George Mallis).

Description The primary objective of this book is the presentation and advancement of knowledge of many of
the top Morgan Dollar die varieties. The evolution in the study of a series requires a more in depth
understanding of those coins. Not just that they exist, but how and why they were created and what factors
contributed to their creation. The first chapter explains what criteria was used to select the top varieties. The
beginning of the book presents the die making process and provides an analysis on each type of die variety and
how it is created. For each of the top Morgan Dollar die varieties, a complete description of the variety,
including all doubling, repunching, clashing, or any other part of the variety, describing in detail the design
elements and other parts of the coin affected. Multiple detailed micro-photographs showing the die variety and
also key diagnostics to help identify and distinguish the variety from other that are similar. All diagnostics and
where applicable, the die stages. Comments that primarily focus on how the die variety was created, but also
present other interesting helpful information. Pricing, cross references, and the primary point of interest. One
of the most useful tools in a die variety book is clear, close-up photographs displaying the variety. The
National Archives contains letters from those individuals who were responsible for all aspects of the creation
of the design, working dies, machinery, striking of coins, and rules and regulations enforced at the mints.
These letters can help us learn a great deal about our coins. For examples, correspondence between the
Philadelphia and branch mints show that between and the branch mints were required to return all working
dies to the Philadelphia Mint at the end of each year. Chief Engraver Charles Barber would then determine if
unused reverse working dies could be resent to the branch mints. For example, 10 pair of dollar working dies
were sent to the Carson City Mint in with 10 pair returned in January of Five of the reverses were unused and
saved for future use. There are approximately twenty-five known Morgan Dollars; the most for any one year
in any series. Letters found in the National Archives showed the only time these overdates could have been
created. Many of these Morgan overdates have diagnostics which are not seen on other overdates and were the
key to unraveling the mystery on how these overdates were created. Other varieties have been absolutely
refuted such as the O VAM 3, 4, 5, which cannot be the result of an underlying S mint mark. These are
presented along with a complete analysis on these varieties.
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The Top Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys [Michael S. Fey, Ph.D., and Jeff Oxman] on racedaydvl.com *FREE*
shipping on qualifying offers. This book that started a revolution in identification and pricing of the Top rarest, most
desirable Morgan silver dollars.

Whitman Publishing and editor Kenneth Bressett have to be judicious about which coin varieties they include.
A die gouge is when something or someone accidentally makes a hole or gash deeper than a scratch in the die.
Since the die is incuse engraved or imprinted in negative relief into the surface, the opposite of a coin , this
hole or gash shows up as a bump or raised mark on the finished product. At first glance, it can even look like a
strange part of the design. You might be the hit of the next coin club show and tell. And speaking of die
doubling, the next zoomorphic Morgan Dollar Varieties on my list is an intriguing example. While the
doubling itself is subtle, the effect is striking. Her eye, nose, lips, prominent chin and beautiful cheek are
uncommonly large for an American coin. This alone should convince anyone that Morgan knew how to use
the space on a coin to good effect. There is, however, a downside. Beauty is fragile and fleeting, but die
doubling lasts forever. The same large features and empty space that can make it so hard to find nice
circulated business-strike Morgans also allow us to see a wider range of die errors at smaller scales than might
otherwise be possible on another coin. Basically, the Alligator Eye is die doubled in such a way that a
secondary image or line is visible in the front of her eye. I already mentioned how the Spitting Eagle variety
came into existence as the result of die gouging. How does it happen? Remember, coins are made of metal, so
anything that has to hit that metal at brutal speeds, over and over and over againâ€”even if it is made of metal
itselfâ€”is going to succumb to wear eventually. Die cracks are found on coins minted from older dies or
newer dies of inferior quality. You often see a jagged line that looks very much like a crack underlining the
inscription, as well. Unfortunately, the Donkey Tail can be expensive. Extremely Fine and About Uncirculated
pieces can go for several hundred dollars. Which I can understand. The die break is fortuitously well-placed
and looks intentionally decorative; it sort of reminds me of the Dairy Queen logo. Or some secret, ancient
letter dropped from the alphabet long ago for obscure reasons that still pops up mysteriously from time to
time. Is it the reptilians?
Chapter 5 : Ashmore Rare Coins & Metals
There are silver dollars that in many cases are several times rarer than the keys dates to the Morgan and/or Peace
silver dollar series (i.e., S or S), but can be "cherrypicked" for common silver dollar prices, or purchased for far less than
the key dates.

Chapter 6 : Top Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys
Reprinted in Spring - A handbook of the rarest, most popular and desirable Morgan varieties. Ideal for dealers. Edition:
4th Edition. Published Date: 09/01/

Chapter 7 : Top Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys
Top Morgan VAMs. The Top Morgan dollar varieties were published by Dr. Michael Fey and Jeff Oxman in *. It was
intended to re-focus collectors and dealers onto only the most significant VAMs known to overcome the problem of
"micro-vamming" - aka the search for and collection of insignificant varieties.

Chapter 8 : RCI - Rare Coin Investments
The Top Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys by Michael S. Fey and Jeff Oxman also provides a useful listing of the
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most popularly collected VAMs. The Morgan dollar arose out of the U.S. and.

Chapter 9 : Morgan Dollar Rare Dates and Die Varieties - Appraising Your Coin Collection | racedaydvl.com
The Top Morgan Dollar Varieties: The VAM Keys by Michael S. Fey; Jeff Oxman and a great selection of similar Used,
New and Collectible Books available now at racedaydvl.com
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